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We simulate various topological phenomena in condense matter, such as formation of differ-
ent topological phases, boundary and edge states, through two types of quantum walk with step-
dependent coins in one- and two-dimensional position spaces. Particularly, we show that quantum
walk with step-dependent coin simulates all types of topological phases in BDI family, as well as
all types of boundary and edge states. In addition, we show that step-dependent coins provide the
number of steps as a controlling factor over the simulations. In fact, with tuning number of steps,
we can determine the occurrences of boundary, edge states and topological phases, their types and
where they should be located. These two features make quantum walks versatile and highly con-
trollable simulators of topological phases, boundary, edge states, and topological phase transitions.
We also report on emergences of cell-like structures for simulated topological phenomena. Each cell
contains all types of boundary (edge) states and topological phases of BDI family.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phenomena, such as the integer Hall effect [1], frac-
tional charges [2] and topological insulators [3–6], emerge
in different phases of matter known as topological phases
in the literature. In contrast to conventional phases of
matter, the topological phases are symmetry-preserving
and can be parametrized by global topological orders
(topological invariants). These topological invariants
characterize the global structure of ground-state wave
function of matters and do not change continuously [1].
The topological phases are separated by edge states
where topological invariant is usually ill-defined and the
gapped energy bands closes up their gap [1]. In gen-
eral, there are three types of geometry in which the en-
ergy bands can close up their gap (three types of edge
states) [6–9]: a) linearly closing (linear dispersive behav-
ior) which is known as Dirac cone, b) nonlinearly clos-
ing (nonlinear dispersive behavior) which is called Fermi
arc and c) flat closing (dispersionless behavior) which is
named flat band.
So far, topological phases and edge states have been re-
ported in topological insulators and superconductors [3–
6, 10], cold atoms in optical lattices [11, 12], and phononic
states in mechanical oscillators [13]. Recently, it has been
reported that quantum walks with photons can be used
as simulators of the topological phenomena [14–23].
Quantum walks are universal computational primitives
[24] that have been applied to simulate different quantum
systems and phenomena [25, 26] including topological
phases as observed in condensed matter [27]. In particu-
lar, quantum walks can simulate all types of topological
phases in one and two dimensions [27–31]. In addition,
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quantum walks enable one to extract topological invari-
ants [32], create anomalous Floquet Chern insulators [33],
investigate bulk-boundary correspondence [34] and topo-
logical phase transitions [35–37]. The power of quantum
walks as simulators arises from their flexibility and con-
trollability. In fact, quantum walks are able to check the
robustness of the edge states [14] and helps suppress the
limitations on strongly-driven systems.
In this paper, we take another step to show that quan-
tum walks are even better simulators of topological phe-
nomena that was perceived before. In particular, we ad-
dress two issues; a) simulation of all types of boundary
and edge states and b) high control over the simulated
topological phases, boundary, edge states and phase tran-
sitions. In previous studies, the emphasis was on the
simulation of topological phases but the edge states were
neglected [27–31]. Here, we use step-dependent coins
in one- and two-dimensional quantum walk with two
protocols of simple-step (shift-coin operator) and split-
step (shift-coin-shift-coin operator) to simulate topologi-
cal phases, boundary and edge states. We show that such
quantum walks simulate all types of edge states in addi-
tion to all types of topological phases. Furthermore, the
step-dependent coins enable one to readily control the
simulations by just choosing a proper number of steps.
This controlling factor enables us to determine the pres-
ence or absence of boundary, edge states and topological
phases, their types and where they should be observed.
In addition, we report on emergences of cell-like struc-
ture in the simulated topological phases and edge states
under certain conditions. Each cell contains all types of
edge states.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First, we
outline the relation between unitary operation of the
quantum walk and Hamiltonian governing topological
phenomena present in the state of a matter. Next,
we use simple-step protocol for quantum walk in one-
dimensional position space and show that specific types
of topological phases and edge state could be simulated
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2by it. Then, we modify the simple-step protocol to split-
step and show that this modification enables us to sim-
ulate all types of edge states and topological phases. In
addition, we generalize our study to two-dimensional po-
sition space and investigate the possibility of simulation
of different edge states for two protocols simple- and split-
step. The paper is concluded by closing remarks.
II. GENERAL SCHEME
Formally, the quantum walk with step-independent
coin is generated by a successive application of an uni-
tary protocol upon an initial state of a walker, i. e. a
photon or an ion,
|φ〉fin = |φ〉T = Û T |φ〉int , (1)
and for quantum walk with step-dependent coins, the
final state of the walker is achieved through slightly dif-
ferent successive application of an unitary protocol on
similar walkers
|φ〉fin = |φ〉T =
T∏
m=1
Û(m) |φ〉int , (2)
where in each step, the coin operator changes.
The (initial) state of the walker is given by walker’s
internal degrees of freedom, i. e. polarization [38–40]
or spin [41–43], and external degrees of freedom, i. e.
optical lattice [41] or angular momentum [43, 44].
The protocol of the quantum walk consists of a num-
ber of coin and shift operators and describe in which
sequence the coin and shift operators act upon the state
of the walker. While the coin operators change the in-
ternal degrees of freedom, the shift operators modify the
external degrees of freedom based on walker’s internal
degrees of freedom (internal states). The number of the
coin and shift operators determine the type of protocol
that is used in the quantum walk. In literature, two
types of protocols have been used for the quantum walk:
a) simple-step which has one coin and one shift operator
[37], b) split-step which consists of at least two different
coin and two different shift operators [27]. In this paper,
we use both of these protocols to simulate topological
phases, boundary and edge states.
The protocols of the quantum walk are quite similar
to Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model which describes electrons
(or fermions) that hop on a one-dimensional lattice with
staggered hopping amplitudes [45, 46]. In addition, since
the quantum walk is obtained as a result of repeated ap-
plication of a unitary operator, we can describe the evo-
lution of the quantum walk in the framework of a time
periodic driving system of Floquet theory. Therefore, we
can map the evolution of the quantum walk to a strobo-
scopic evolution under an effective Hamiltonian [27, 37]
Ĥ(k) = i ln Û(k) = E(k)n(k) · σ, (3)
where E(k) is the energy dispersion, σ are Pauli matri-
ces and n(k) defines the eigenstates of the energy. With
this mapping, we can connect the energy of the Hamilto-
nian to the eigenvalues of the protocol of quantum walk
through
λ(k) = e−iE(k), (4)
where λ(k) is the eigenvalue of Û(k). The Hamiltonian
and its energy are used to investigate topological phases
and edge states. Since there is an one to one correspon-
dence between Hamiltonian (energy) and the protocol of
the quantum walk (eigenvalues of Û(k)), one can use the
quantum walk to simulate and investigate the topologi-
cal phases, edge states and topological phase transitions.
The properties of the topological phases and edge states
can be characterized by the group velocity of the energy
eigenstates [27, 37]
V (k) =
dE(k)
dk
. (5)
In this paper, we focus on topological phases with chi-
ral symmetry. Therefore, there is an unitary and Hermi-
tian operator, Γ̂, that satisfies two conditions of Γ̂2 = I
and Γ̂Ĥ(k)Γ̂ = −Ĥ(k). Presence of chiral symmetry lim-
its the n(k) to lie on a great circle of the Bloch sphere and
winding number is interpreted as a topological invariant.
The winding number is defined as number of times n(k)
winds around the origin as k transverses through the first
Brillouin zone, [−pi, pi]. One can obtain the chiral sym-
metry operator, Γ̂, as
Γ̂ = A · σ, (6)
where A is a vector labeling a point on the Bloch sphere
and perpendicular to n(k) for all k.
In this paper, we are interested in the quantum walks
that have one and two external degrees of freedom (po-
sition space) with two internal degrees of freedom. For
the case of one-dimensional position space, the Hilbert
space of the walk is given by tensor product of two sub-
spaces, H ≡ HP ⊗HC where the position Hilbert space
(HP ) and the coin Hilbert space (HC) are spanned by
{|i〉P : i ∈ Z} and {|0〉 , |1〉}, respectively.
The protocols that we will consider for quantum walks
are Hermitian and their determinants are 1. Conse-
quently, the Hamiltonians associating to the protocols are
traceless which leads the bands of the energy to have sym-
metry of E(k) = E(−k) and the energy’s value traverses
in [−pi, pi]. Since there are two internal states, there will
be two bands of energy. The topological phases are where
these two bands of energy are gapped. The boundary
states are located between topological phases and they
are determined by gapless bands of energy. The topolog-
ical phase transitions take place at boundary states and
over them.
3In general, there are three types of geometry in which
the energy bands can close up their gap [8]. This essen-
tially means three types of boundary (and edge) states.
The first type is known as Dirac cone where the energy
bands are linear functions of the momentum, k and lin-
early close up the gap. The second type is Fermi arc
where the gapless energy bands close up the gap non-
linearly. Finally, we have flat bands. In the flat bands,
energy is constant and independent of momentum. It
should be noted that all of the closing gaps happen at
E = 0 and ±pi. In what follows, we are mainly interested
in edge states that manifests at boundary states. This
indicates gapless edge states.
III. SIMPLE-STEP QUANTUM WALK
In this section, we employ the simple-step protocol for
the quantum walk (simple-step quantum walk) to simu-
late topological phases, boundary states and topological
phase transitions.
A. General details
The simple-step protocol consists of one coin and one
shift operator
Û = Ŝ↑↓Ĉθ, (7)
which shows that one step of the quantum walk comprises
rotation of internal states with Ĉθ and displacement of its
position with Ŝ↑↓. The coin operator is step-dependent
and considered as [47, 48]
Ĉθ = e
− iTθ2 σy , (8)
where θ is the rotation angle spanning [0, 2pi], T is the
number of steps characterizing step-dependency of the
coin operator. The shift operator is
Ŝ↑↓ = |↑〉 〈↑| ⊗
∑
x
|x+ 1〉 〈x|+ |↓〉 〈↓| ⊗
∑
x
|x− 1〉 〈x| .
(9)
We can use Discrete Fourier Transformation, |k〉 =∑
x e
− ikx2 |x〉, to rewrite the shift operator in diagonal-
ized form of
Ŝ↑↓ = eikσz . (10)
It is a matter of calculation to find the eigenvalues of
the Û in Eq. (7) as
λ(k) = cos(k) cos(
Tθ
2
)±
√
[cos(k) cos(
Tθ
2
)]2 − 1, (11)
which by using Eq. (4), we can obtain the energy as [37]
E(k) = ± cos−1
[
cos(
Tθ
2
) cos(k)
]
. (12)
The positive and negative branches of energy corre-
spond to the two bands of energy. These two bands of
energy are gapped and their gap could close up only at
E = 0 and ±pi. The bands of energy close up their gaps
at E = pi if θ admits [37]
θE=pi =
±2 cos−1[− sec(k)] + 4pic
T
=

4pic
T k = −pi
±2pi+4pic
T k = 0
4pic
T k = pi
,
(13)
where c is an integer. Similarly, for closing the gap with
E = 0, we have [37]
θE=0 =
±2 cos−1[sec(k)] + 4pic
T
=

±2pi+4pic
T k = −pi
4pic
T k = 0
±2pi+4pic
T k = pi
.
(14)
On the other hand, we can find cases where energy is
independent of momentum and constant, E = pi2 . This
takes place step dependently for
θE=cte=pi/2 =
4pic± pi
T
. (15)
It should be noted that c must be chosen in a way
that obtained solutions are within [0, 2pi]. The flat bands
represents existences of degenerate localized states. In
the next step, we find n(k) as
n(k) =
(
cos(Tθ2 ) sin(k), sin(
Tθ
2 ) cos(k),− cos(Tθ2 ) sin(k)
)
sinE(k)
,
(16)
which confirms that when the bands of energy close
up their gap, n(k) becomes ill-defined. Therefore, the
boundary states are characterized by ill-defined n(k).
Since the winding number is the topological invariant, we
can conclude that the winding number is also ill-defined
at boundary states which is in agreement with our ex-
pectation.
We find the group velocity using Eqs. (5) and (12)
V (k) = ± cos(
Tθ
2 ) sin(k)√
1− [cos(Tθ2 ) cos(k)]2
, (17)
which has symmetry of V (k) = −V (−k). Obtained
group velocity becomes ill-defined at roots (θ′) of denom-
inator of the group velocity [37]
4θ′ =

±2 cos−1[− sec(k)]+4pic
T
±2 cos−1[sec(k)]+4pic
T
, (18)
which are coincidence with the calculated points where
the energy bands are gapless.
Finally, in order to obtain the chiral symmetry opera-
tor (6), we find A =
(
cos(Tθ2 ), 0, sin(
Tθ
2 )
)
which is per-
pendicular to n(k) for arbitrary k and gives us the chiral
symmetry operator in form of
Γ̂ =
(
sin(Tθ2 ) cos(
Tθ
2 )
cos(Tθ2 ) − sin(Tθ2 )
)
, (19)
which admits both conditions of Γ̂2 = I and Γ̂Ĥ(k)Γ̂ =
−Ĥ(k).
To find the topological invariant (winding number), we
use [16, 46]
γ =
∫ pi
−pi
(
n(k)× ∂n(k)
∂k
)
·Adk
2pi
. (20)
It is a matter of calculation to obtain the winding num-
ber as
γ = − sin(Tθ
2
)
√
csc(
Tθ
2
). (21)
B. Results
The major consequence of the step-dependent coin
is dynamical nature (step-dependency) for Hamiltonian,
bands of energy, group velocity, n(k) and even chiral
symmetry operator. This is in complete contrast to
simple-step quantum walk with step-independent coin
where the evolution of the quantum walk has no effect
on these properties.
The step-dependent bands of energy shows that
through the evolution of the quantum walk, the bands
of energy associating to each rotation angle will change.
Therefore, we can use the number of steps as a control-
ling factor and by tuning it, we can decide if the bands of
energy for specific rotation angle close up their gaps, or in
which topological phases they should be located (Fig. 1).
Consequently, with step-dependent coin, we can engineer
the number of topological phases, their sizes, boundary
states and their places (phase-transition points). This
provides us with outstanding level of control over simu-
lations.
In our study, we established that boundary states (gap-
less points) are where n(k) and group velocity become ill-
defined. Careful examination shows that nz = −|V (k)|
which confirms that group velocity is bounded within
[−1, 1]. Over the phase transition point, the signature of
the group velocity suddenly swaps from negative to pos-
itive or vice versa (Fig. 1). For positive branch of group
velocity, the negative to positive swap happens if energy
of the closing gap is E = 0 and the opposite happens
for E = pi. Therefore, the sudden changes in signature
of the group velocity is a sign of phase transition, hence
existence of boundary states.
Here, we observe non-trivial topological phases with
topological invariants ±1 [37]. The boundary states are
located between two topological phases with two different
topological invariants. Therefore, phase transitions take
place over the boundary states and transition points are
the boundary states. The type of boundary states ob-
served for the simple-step quantum walk are all Dirac
cones. In fact, the obtained gapless points confirm that
it is not possible to observe any other types of bound-
ary state except Dirac cone one (Fig. 1). Therefore,
the simple-step quantum walk can only simulate bound-
ary states with Dirac cone geometry and two non-trivial
topological phases with topological invariants ±1. To
accomplish the simulation of the all different types of
topological phases and boundary states, we should use
the split-step protocol for the quantum walk (split-step
quantum walk).
IV. SPLIT-STEP QUANTUM WALK
In this section, we modifies the simple-step protocol of
the quantum walk into a split-step one and investigate
the types of topological phases and edge states that the
split-step quantum walk can simulate.
A. General details
The split-step protocol has certain flexibility since we
can have several different coin and shift operators. In
this paper, we consider the following split-step protocol
Û = Ŝ↑ĈαŜ↓Ĉβ , (22)
in which, one step of the quantum walk includes rotation
of internal states with Ĉβ , displacement of its position
with Ŝ↓, a second rotation of internal states with Ĉα and
finally, its displacement with Ŝ↑. The coin operators are
given by
Ĉα = e
− iTα2 σy , (23)
Ĉβ = e
− iTβ2 σy , (24)
where α and β are rotation angles spanning [−pi, pi] and
T characterizes step-dependency of the coins. The Ŝ↑
and Ŝ↓ are shift operators
5(a)
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FIG. 1: Simple-step quantum walk (one-dimensional): Modification of energy (a) and group velocity (b) (both
positive branches) as functions of momentum and rotation angle θ for subsequent steps of T = 2, ..., 8 from left to
right. In (a), we observe only Dirac cone gapless energy bands. As number of steps increases, the distance between
two closing gaps decreases. It is evident that by tuning the number of steps, we can engineer the place of boundary
states and the type of topological phases for each rotation angle. In (b), we see that the group velocity at gapless
points is ill-defined. In contrast, the group velocity is constant around gapless point and its signature swaps from
positive to negative and vice versa depending on the energy of gapless point.
Ŝ↑ =
∑
x
[|↑〉 〈↑| ⊗ |x+ 1〉 〈x|+ |↓〉 〈↓| ⊗ |x〉 〈x| ], (25)
Ŝ↓ =
∑
x
[|↑〉 〈↑| ⊗ |x〉 〈x|+ |↓〉 〈↓| ⊗ |x− 1〉 〈x| ], (26)
which by using Discrete Fourier Transformation, we can
rewrite them as Ŝ↑ = e
ik
2 (σz−1) and Ŝ↓ = e
ik
2 (σz+1). Fi-
nally, we obtain the eigenvalues of the Û in Eq. (22)
as
λ(k) = γ ±
√
γ2 − 1, (27)
where γ = cos(k) cos(Tα2 ) cos(
Tβ
2 ) − sin(Tα2 ) sin(Tβ2 ). It
is a matter of calculation to find the energy as
E(k) = ± cos−1(γ), (28)
in which ± corresponds to two bands of energy separated
by a gap. The energy spans [−pi, pi] and the gap between
two bands of energy can only close up at E = 0 and
E = ±pi. Based on obtained energy (28), there are three
possible geometries for gapless points which are deter-
mined by the following conditions:
I) If sin(Tα2 ) sin(
Tβ
2 ) = 0, the energy bands close up
their gaps linearly. Therefore, the boundary states are
Dirac cones.
II) If cos(k) cos(Tα2 ) cos(
Tβ
2 ) = 0, energy becomes in-
dependent of momentum k and the gapless bands of en-
ergy are flat bands.
III) If the two previous conditions are not met, the
bands of energy close up their gaps nonlinearly and the
boundary states are Fermi arcs.
Therefore, depending on these conditions, the closing
gaps observed for the bands of energy could be in differ-
ent geometries which means the possibility of simulation
of all types of the boundary states. If the rotation angles,
α and β are independent of each other, only one type of
boundary state is observed in each step (See Fig. 2). In
contrast, if these rotation angles are linearly related to
each other, it is possible to simulate all of the geometries
for gapless bands of energy altogether at specific steps
(See Fig. 3). Therefore, we can simulate all types of the
boundary states at specific steps if β = s1α+s2 where si
are real numbers. In the next section, we give detailed ex-
planations regarding the physical interpretations of these
results.
Next, we find n(k) in the following form
nx(k) =
cos(Tα2 ) sin(
Tβ
2 ) sin(k)
sinE(k)
,
ny(k) =
sin(Tα2 ) cos(
Tβ
2 ) + sin(k) cos(
Tα
2 ) sin(
Tβ
2 )
sinE(k)
,
nz(k) = −
cos(Tα2 ) cos(
Tβ
2 ) sin(k)
sinE(k)
(29)
6which confirms that the gapless points for the energy
bands are where n(k) becomes ill-defined. Therefore,
similar to the simple-step case, the boundary states are
characterized by ill-defined n(k) and topological invari-
ants. In addition, we obtain the group velocity as
V (k) = ±cos(
Tα
2 ) cos(
Tβ
2 ) sin(k)√
1− γ2 . (30)
Here, the characteristic behavior of the group veloc-
ity at the boundary states depends on the type of the
boundary states. For gapless energy bands with Dirac
cone and Fermi arc geometries, the group velocity is ill-
defined at boundary states (see Figs. 2 - 5). Whereas
for gapless bands of energy with flat band geometry, the
group velocity is zero. This is due to fact that energy is
independent of momentum, k, for flat bands of energy.
Since we are focused on chiral symmetry for our quan-
tum walks, we find A =
(
cos(Tβ2 ), 0, sin(
Tβ
2 )
)
and by
using it with Eq. (6), we have the chiral symmetry oper-
ator as
Γ̂ =
(
sin(Tβ2 ) cos(
Tβ
2 )
cos(Tβ2 ) − sin(Tβ2 )
)
. (31)
To find the topological invariant, we should use (20)
which due to complexity, so far, we were not able to find
an analytical solutions. Instead of that, in what follows,
we plot n(k) for k traversing the first Brillouin zone to
determine if the winding number is 0, ±1 or ill-defined.
B. Results
Similar to simple-step quantum walk, Hamiltonian, en-
ergy bands, group velocity, n(k) and chiral symmetry
operator are dynamical since they are step-dependent.
The chiral symmetry operator and A are functions of ro-
tation angle β and independent of α. Chronologically,
the coin operator with rotation angle β is applied first
in the split-step protocol (see (24)). Therefore, the sym-
metrical properties governing the topological phases are
dominated by the first coin operator that is applied on
internal states of the walker.
One of the major differences between simple-step
and split-step quantum walks is the presence of
sin(Tα2 ) sin(
Tβ
2 ) term in the energy bands of the split-
step quantum walk (compare (12) and (28)). This in-
deed enriches the topological phases and boundary states
that the quantum walk can simulate. In fact, this term
is one of the main reasons that the quantum walk with
split-step protocol can simulate all types of topological
phases, boundary states and later edge states. We fur-
ther enriched the capability of the quantum walk to sim-
ulate topological phases, boundary and edge states by
considering step-dependent coin.
As we pointed it out before, the geometry of gapless
bands of energy depends on certain conditions governed
by the rotation angles, α and β. In fact, based on these
conditions, we can program our simulations to have spe-
cific geometry for gapless bands of energy through the
whole simulation (Figs. 2 and 3). On the other hand,
the dynamicality of the energy bands enables us to de-
termine how many boundary states or topological phases
and where these boundary states or topological phases
should be as rotation angles traverses [−pi, pi]. The con-
trolling factor is the number of steps. These two prop-
erties give us high level of controllability over simulation
of topological phenomena with quantum walk.
The most interesting simulations of topological phases
are those when the two rotation angles are linearly re-
lated to each other (β = s1α + s2). First of all, it is
possible to simulate all three geometries of Dirac cone,
Fermi arc and flat bands for gapless energy bands in a
single step (Fig. 3). This is in contrast to previous case
where each geometry for gapless energy bands could be
simulated in different steps and not all together (com-
pare Figs. 2 and 3). The second issue is the coexistence
of these three gapless energy bands together in a sin-
gle step. Finally, the emergences of cell-like topological
structures in specific steps. These cell-like structures are
characterized by two flat gapless energy bands which are
the cell’s walls. The interior part of the cell contains two
Fermi arcs and a Dirac cone between them. Therefore,
a single cell contains all three types of boundary states
and corresponding topological phase transitions. Addi-
tionally, probability density distributions of rotations an-
gles which induce gapless energy bands have localization
at the starting point. This localization remains in tact
despite increment in number of steps of quantum walk
(see Fig. 4).
The protocol considered in this paper also simulates
all types of BDI family of topological phases. To prove
this, we use the following argument; At the first step,
T = 1, the obtained Hamiltonian, energy bands and
other properties yield split-step quantum walk with step-
independent coin which was investigated by Kitagawa
et al in Ref. [27]. Kitagawa et al showed that the
split-step quantum walk considered by them simulates
all types of BDI family of topological phases in one di-
mensions. Therefore, split-step quantum walk with step-
dependent coin in this paper also simulates similar topo-
logical phases. We have illustrated this in Fig. 4 via
Bloch spheres.
Here, the gapless energy bands are also characterized
by ill-defined n(k). This is independent of the geometry
of gapless energy bands. Therefore, it is a general method
to detect boundary states but not distinguish them from
one another. On the other hand, the group velocity is
related to n(k) through nz = −|V (k)| which shows that
the group velocity spans [−1, 1]. The behavior of group
velocity around gapless points depends on the energy of
gapless points and the geometry of gapless energy bands.
For Dirac cone gapless energy bands (see Fig. 5), the
7(a)
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FIG. 2: Split-step quantum walk (one-dimensional): Modification of energy (a) and group velocity (b) (positive
branches) as functions of momentum and rotation angle α (β = pi/3) and C = | tan(Tα/2)/ tan(Tβ/2)| (c) for
subsequent steps of T = 2, ..., 8 from left to right. In (a), only one type of the geometry for boundary states is
present at each step. A network of flat bands occurs in third step where energy bands are independent of k.
Correspondingly, the group velocity for network of flat bands is zero (b). In (c), the trivial (blue areas) and
non-trivial (red areas) phases are marked using C. If C > 1, the topological phases are trivial while for C < 1, the
topological phases will be non-trivial ones. For C = 1, the energy bands close their gap. The places of topological
phases and boundary states in each step are modified and their numbers step dependently which enables
step-number as an engineering mean.
group velocity around the boundary state is constant and
at gapless point it swaps from positive to negative (for
E = pi) or vice versa (for E = 0). In case of Fermi arcs,
around the gapless point, the group velocity depends on
momentum, k, and its signature swaps from positive to
negative (for E = pi) or vice versa (for E = 0) at gapless
point. Finally, for gapless energy bands with flat band
geometry, group velocity is zero and independent of mo-
mentum. These three distinctive behaviors enable us to
recognize the type of boundary states.
The group velocity characterizes the motion of a wave
packet associating to the walker. Accordingly, the edge
states that are in form of Dirac cones are linearly dis-
persing [49]. The Fermi arc boundary states show non-
linear dispersive behaviors. In contrast, the flat band
edge states are dispersionless. In fact, the group veloci-
ties that are independent of k are known as dispersionless
transport and dependency on k indicates that we have
dispersive transportation [50]. Finally, we should point
it out that the presence of flat bands signals to existence
of a macroscopic number of degenerate localized states
[51].
In order to create edge states at the boundary states,
we consider position-dependently as a feature of the ro-
tation angle α. Such consideration omits the transla-
tionally invariant of the quantum walk but retains the
symmetries that were available for the protocol. In Ref.
[27], Kitagawa et al proposed to incorporate the position-
dependently in rotation angle through
α =
1
2
(α1 + α2) +
1
2
(α1 − α2) tanh(x/3). (32)
Here, we consider α2 = −α1 which gives us the
position-dependent rotation angle as α = α1 tanh(x/3).
With β = (α+pi)/3, we have an inhomogeneous quantum
walk which can simulate topological phases with different
topological invariants (see Fig. 6). We focus only on the
edge states with energy 0 and ±pi.
The dynamicality due to step-dependent coins and the
capability of engineering topological phenomena through
step-number of the quantum walk are present here as well
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FIG. 3: Split-step quantum walk (one-dimensional): Modification of energy (a) and group velocity (b) (positive
branches) as functions of momentum and C = tan(Tα/2)/ tan(Tβ/2) (c) with α (β = (α+ pi)/3) for subsequent
steps of T = 2, ..., 8 from left to right. In (a), all three types of boundary states are emerged for specific steps and
formation of cell-like structures is observed. The cells are marked by two flat bands (acting as cells’ walls) and a
Dirac cone located between two Fermi arcs. Therefore, all types of boundary states are presented in the same step.
In (b), we see that group velocity is ill-defined at Dirac cone and Fermi arc gapless energy bands while it is zero for
flat bands. In (c), the trivial, non-trivial phases and gapless energy bands are marked using C. The Dirac cones are
recognized by non-zero minimums, flat bands by non-zero maximums and Fermi arcs by divergent points. There is
another type of Fermi arc which occurs when C = 1 which has different geometry comparing other Fermi arcs. If
C > 1, the topological phases are trivial whereas in case of C < 1, non-trivial topological phases are observable. The
place of the boundary states and topological phases change step-dependently.
(see Fig. 6). The resulted phase diagrams and boundary
states show that the phases around boundary states can
be topologically distinct (see Fig. 6). This indicates that
a single localized state with energy 0 and ±pi is present in
the boundary state [27]. Therefore, we have edge states
with energy 0 and ±pi.
The next issue is whether inhomogeneous quantum
walk can simulate cell-like structures that were reported
before. To this end, we consider specific position (x = 5)
and investigate the emergence of the cell-like structures
as α1. The results in Fig.6 confirm emergences of these
structures for inhomogeneous quantum walk. It should
be noted that in these cells, we have simulation of dif-
ferent topological phases of the BDI family of the topo-
logical phases. Finally, we notice that edge (boundary)
states observed for simulation could be in forms of Fermi
arc, Dirac cone and flat bands. Therefore, we are able
to simulate all types of the edge states in one dimension
with the quantum walk proposed in this paper.
For Dirac cones, the energy gap closes at k = 0 and
±pi simultaneously. For Fermi arcs, essentially we have
two cases: a) in which energy gap closes only at one
point with k = 0, b) energy gap closes at two points with
k = ±pi. Finally, for flat bands, the energy gap closes
for arbitrary values of k with k spanning the first Bril-
louin zone. To invoke the bulk-boundary correspondence
picture for the edge states at the interfaces between two
phases (boundary states), one can use the following steps
presented in Ref. [29]. we consider set of numbers, Q0
and Qpi, which can be used to describe topological struc-
ture of our simulation. First, pick a point in parameter
space of phase A. Then connect to a point in phase B.
Finally, start to count the number of times that the gap
around E = 0 and E = ±pi closes to obtain Q0 and
Qpi. This enables us to recognize the differences in both
invariants of Q0 and Qpi for gapped phases in different
regions of α1.
C. Further possibilities
As a final remark in this section, we return to the flex-
ibility in the split-step protocol. The split-step protocol
considered in this paper is a straight forward general-
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FIG. 4: Split-step quantum walk (one-dimensional): In (a), (b) and (c), probability density distributions for three
steps of T = 12 (a), T = 36 and T = 60 with β = (α+ pi)/3 and initial state of |φ〉int = |0〉P ⊗ |0〉. The upper rows
are related to the cases where energy bands close their gap linearly, in the middle row, energy gaps are closed
nonlinearly. The lower row presents cases with flat bands gapless energy bands. Despite increment in number of the
steps, for different geometries of the gapless energy bands, the probability density at |0〉P or its immediate neighbors
remain large and non-zero. In (d), we have n(k) (blue curves) as k traverses the first Brillouin zone in a plane
orthogonal to n(k) (red vector) for T = 12. When energy bands close their gap, n(k) would pass the origin. The
closed loops indicates non-zero winding number which represent non-trivial topological phases. The direction of the
winding determines the negativity or positivity of the winding number. In contrast, if the loop is not closed, the
winding number is zero, hence trivial topological phases.
ization from simple-step quantum walk to split-step one.
We can consider the situations where the first or the sec-
ond coin operator is step-independent in split-step pro-
tocol. This significantly will change the Hamiltonian, en-
ergy and other properties of the system, hence simulated
topological phenomena by the quantum walk.
A simple example is if we use a step-independent coin
for the first coin operator in Eq. (22). Previously, we
showed that the chiral symmetry operator and A are
determined only by the first coin operator in the pro-
tocol. Accordingly, these two quantities would be step-
independent and lose their dynamical natures while the
other properties (Hamiltonian, energy and etc.) would
be dynamical.
In addition, we have the possibility to include position-
dependency in the protocol of the walk [32] or the set of
protocols that were introduced and used in Ref. [15].
Each of these protocols are employed to simulate specific
family of the topological phases. We can use the step-
dependent coins in these protocols and have additional
phenomena simulated by the quantum walks [52].
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FIG. 5: Energy (upper panels) and group velocity
(lower panels) (positive branches) for 6th (a) and 8th
(b) steps with β = (α+ pi)/3. The Dirac cones show
linear dispersion. The Fermi arcs have nonlinear
dispersive behaviors whereas the flat bands are
dispersionless. As we span α through [0, pi], the energy
bands close thri gap through different geometries
indicating different boundary states.
V. GENERALIZATION TO
TWO-DIMENSIONAL POSITION SPACE
In this section, we generalize quantum walks to two-
dimensional position space, keep its internal states as two
and investigate topological phenomena that can be sim-
ulated by such generalization. First, we study a two-
dimensional quantum walk with simple-step protocol and
then split-step two-dimensional quantum walks.
A. simple-step Quantum walk
The protocol of the simple-step quantum walk with
two-dimensional position space is given by
Û = Ŝ↑↓Ĉθ, (33)
where the shift operator is comprised of two other shift
operators [28]
Ŝ↑↓ = Ŝ↑↓(y)Ŝ↑↓(x), (34)
in which
Ŝ↑↓(x) = |↑〉 〈↑| ⊗
∑
x,y
|x+ 1, y〉 〈x, y|
+ |↓〉 〈↓| ⊗
∑
x,y
|x− 1, y〉 〈x, y| , (35)
Ŝ↑↓(y) = |↑〉 〈↑| ⊗
∑
x,y
|x, y + 1〉 〈x, y|
+ |↓〉 〈↓| ⊗
∑
x,y
|x, y − 1〉 〈x, y| . (36)
A single of step of the walk includes rotation of internal
states of the walker with Ĉθ, displacement of its position
first in x position space followed by another displacement
in y position space. Using Discrete Fourier Transforma-
tion, we can find these shift operators as Ŝ↑↓(x) = eikxσz
and Ŝ↑↓(y) = eikyσz . It is a matter of calculation to find
eigenvalues of Eq. (33) as
λ(kx, ky) = cos(kx + ky) cos(
Tθ
2
)±√
[cos(kx + ky) cos(
Tθ
2
)]2 − 1, (37)
and consequently, we obtain the energy as
E(kx, ky) = ± cos−1
[
cos(
Tθ
2
) cos(kx + ky)
]
. (38)
We have two bands of energy corresponding to nega-
tive and positive branches of energy. kx and ky traverse
the first Brillouin zone. Energy’s value is limited within
[−pi, pi] and the gap between the two bands of energy
closes up at E = 0 and ±pi for
θE=pi =
±2 cos−1[− sec(kx + ky)] + 4pic
T
, (39)
θE=0 =
±2 cos−1[sec(kx + ky)] + 4pic
T
. (40)
where c is an integer. In addition, the energy could be
independent of momentum and constant, E = pi2 which
happens for
θE=cte=pi/2 =
4pic± pi
T
. (41)
Next, we find n(kx, ky) as
nx(kx, ky) =
cos(Tθ2 ) sin(kx + ky)
sinE(kx, ky)
,
ny(kx, ky) =
sin(Tθ2 ) cos(kx + ky)
sinE(kx, ky)
,
nz(kx, ky) = −
− cos(Tθ2 ) sin(kx + ky)
sinE(kx, ky)
. (42)
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FIG. 6: Split-step quantum walk (one-dimensional): In (b), the trivial (blue areas) and non-trivial (red areas)
phases are marked using C = | tan(Tα/2)/ tan(Tβ/2)| for subsequent steps of T = 2, ..., 8 from left to right with
β = (α+ pi)/3 and α = α1 tanh(x/3). In case of C > 1, the topological phases are trivial while for C < 1, the
topological phases are non-trivial ones. The energy bands close their gap if C = 1. These gapless energy bands host
gapless edge states. As the inhomogeneous quantum walk (due to position dependent coins) proceeds, the place of
edge states and their number vary which in turn indicate that number of topological phases and their corresponding
edge state varies as step-number of the quantum walk increases. In (b), modification of energy as a function of
momentum and rotation angle αα1 with x = 5 is presented. We observe that cell-like structure reported before will
emerge for inhomogeneous quantum walk as well. This indicates that each cell contains all types of edge states. In
(d), the winding number is depicted through n(k) (blue curves) as k traverses the first Brillouin zone in a plane
orthogonal to n(k) (red vector) for T = 6. Evidently, the inhomogeneous quantum walk creates set of boundaries in
which the phases on each side are topologically distinct and the BDI family of topological phases is simulated by it.
It is evident that n(kx, ky) becomes ill-defined when
the bands of energy close their gap. As for the group ve-
locity, since the walker’s wave function propagates in two
dimensions, we can find two group velocities associating
to each positions space by
Vkx = Vky = ±
cos(Tθ2 ) sin(kx + ky)√
1− [cos(Tθ2 ) cos(kx + ky)]2
, (43)
in which we have used V (kx) = ∂E(kx, ky)/∂kx and like-
wise for V (ky). Evidently, the group velocity becomes
ill-defined at
θ′ =

±2 cos−1[− sec(kx+ky)]+4pic
T
±2 cos−1[sec(kx+ky)]+4pic
T
, (44)
which are the points where the energy bands are gapless.
It should be noted that n(kx, ky) maps a small area
on a two dimensional torus to a small area on a Bloch
sphere [28]. The winding number in one-dimensional
quantum walk is no longer the topological invariant for
two-dimensional quantum walk. In contrast, an integer
number known as the Chern number is the topological
invariant. The Chern number measures number of times
that n(kx, ky) covers the Bloch sphere as kx and ky tra-
verse the first Brillouin zone. The Chern number is cal-
culated by [28]
C =
∫ pi
−pi
(
∂n(kx, ky)
∂kx
× ∂n(kx, ky)
∂ky
)
· nd
2k
4pi
, (45)
which is equal to 0 using obtained n(kx, ky).
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B. split-step Quantum walk
In this section, we modifies the simple-step protocol of
the two-dimensional quantum walk into a split-step one
and investigate the types of topological phases and edge
states that the split-step quantum walk can simulate.
There are several types of split-step protocol that we
can employ. In this paper, we use the following split-step
protocol [22, 27, 28]
Û = Ŝ↑↓(y)ĈαŜ↑↓(x)Ĉβ , (46)
where in a single step of the quantum walk, the internal
states are rotated by Ĉβ , displacement of its position in x
space with Ŝ↑↓(x), additional rotation of internal states
with Ĉα and finally, displacement of its position in y
space with Ŝ↑↓(y).
The coin operators are given in Eqs. (23) and (24),
while the shift operators are Ŝ↑↓(x) = eikxσz and
Ŝ↑↓(y) = eikyσz . Therefore, we obtain the eigenvalues
of the Û in Eq. (46) as
λ(k) = γ ±
√
γ2 − 1, (47)
where γ = cos(kx + ky) cos(
Tα
2 ) cos(
Tβ
2 ) − cos(kx −
ky) sin(
Tα
2 ) sin(
Tβ
2 ) and consequently, we find the energy
as
E(k) = ± cos−1(γ), (48)
in which ± represents existence of two bands of energy
separated by a gap. The energy traverses [−pi, pi] and
the two bands of energy become gapless only at E = 0
and E = ±pi. In the next section, we show that such
quantum walk can simulate three different types of edge
states. For now, we highlight three interesting cases (c is
integer):
I) If α = β = ±2cpi/T , then energy bands becomes
linearly dependent on kx and ky given by E = ±(kx+ky).
II) If α = β = ±(2c + 1)pi/T , then energy bands
again are linear functions of kx and ky given by E =
± cos−1(− cos(kx − ky)).
III) If α = ±(2c + 1)pi/T and β = ±2cpi/T or vice
versa, the energy bands become flat with E = ±pi/2.
Next, it is a matter of calculation to find n(kx, ky) and
different component of the group velocity as
nx(k) =
sin(kx + ky) cos(
Tα
2 ) sin(
Tβ
2 )− sin(kx − ky) sin(Tα2 ) cos(Tβ2 )
sinE(kx, ky)
,
ny(k) =
cos(kx + ky) cos(
Tα
2 ) sin(
Tβ
2 ) + cos(kx − ky) sin(Tα2 ) cos(Tβ2 )
sinE(kx, ky)
,
nz(k) = −
sin(kx + ky) cos(
Tα
2 ) cos(
Tβ
2 )− sin(kx − ky) sin(Tα2 ) sin(Tβ2 )
sinE(kx, ky)
, (49)
V (kx) = ±
sin(kx − ky) sin(Tα2 ) sin(Tβ2 )− sin(kx + ky) cos(Tα2 ) cos(Tβ2 )√
1− γ2 , (50)
V (ky) = ±
− sin(kx − ky) sin(Tα2 ) sin(Tβ2 )− sin(kx + ky) cos(Tα2 ) cos(Tβ2 )√
1− γ2 . (51)
Evidently, the n(kx, ky) and group velocity become
ill-defined at the gapless points of the energy bands.
Therefore, the boundary states could be recognized by ill-
defined n(kx, ky), topological invariants and group veloc-
ity. Finally, we should pointed it out that Chern number
for this protocol is 0. This can be also shown by plotting
n(kx, ky) for the first Brillioun zone (see Fig. 9).
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FIG. 7: Simple-step quantum walk (two-dimensional): Energy as a function of rotation angle and momenta for
T = 8. In (a), we observe the existence of several gapless energy bands with similar geometries. In (b) and (c), we
set rotation angles θ = pi/2 and θ = pi/4, respectively. If we consider ky = −pi and varies kx through the first
Brillioun zone, energy bands close their gap linearly (Dirac cones). For variations of both momenta through the first
Brillioun zone, gapless enrgy bands with momenta-dependent flat bands are formed. In (d), the rotation angle is
θ = pi/5 which results into gaped energy bands, hence topological phases. For θ = pi/8, we observe flat bands in (e).
C. Results
Similar to its on-dimensional counterpart, irrespective
of simple- or split-step protocol, the Hamiltonian, energy
bands, group velocity and n(kx, ky) are step-dependent.
Therefore, the dynamicality in simulated topological phe-
nomena that was observed for one-dimensional quantum
walk is also present for two-dimensional quantum walk.
The presence of the additional momentum provides us
with two options regarding geometry of the gapless en-
ergy bands: a) we can fix one of the momenta and let
the other one varies through the first Brilloun zone. b)
both of the momenta traverse through the first Brilloun
zone. We will look at the gapless energy bands for these
two specific scenarios.
For simple-step protocol (see Fig. 7), if we fix one of
the momenta, the energy bands close up their gap lin-
early, similar to Dirac cones in one-dimensional quantum
walk. In contrast, if both of the momenta varies, we ob-
serve characteristic flat bands for gapless energy bands.
The major differences between these flat bands with their
one-dimensional counterpart is that they are momenta
dependent and obtained only when kx + ky = 0 and ±pi.
Therefore, we observe two types of geometries for gapless
energy bands depending on which approach we take. In
addition, due to dependency of energy bands on steps,
the places of gapless energy bands and their number, as
θ traverses [0, 2pi], change step dependently. This shows
that we can use the step number as a mean to engineer
the place of topological phases and boundary states.
Modification to split-step protocl results into an
additional term in obtained energy bands (cos(kx −
ky) sin(
Tα
2 ) sin(
Tβ
2 )). This additional term plays major
role in simulation of boundary states in which the en-
ergy bands close their gap nonlinearly, hence simulation
of Fermi arc boundary states. Therefore, the emergence
of this additional term enables our quantum walk in two-
dimensional position space to simulate different bound-
ary states.
In split-step two dimensional quantum walk, if we fix
one of the rotation angles and let the other one varies
(see Fig. 8), we observe that in each step, the simu-
lated topological phenomena has specific characteristic
behavior that differs from other steps. This is the remi-
nisce of similar one-dimensional quantum walk where in
each step, only one type of boundary state was simulated
(see Fig. 2). The major differences is that in the two-
dimensional case for each step, we simulate two types
of boundary states together. The Dirac cones are ob-
served in different steps and it happens if we fix one of
the momenta and modifies the other one. On the other
hand, when both of the momenta traverse the first Bril-
loun zone, the energy bands could close their gap nonlin-
early, hence formation of Fermi arc boundary states or
flat bands boundary states are observed (see Fig. 8).
Inspired by similar one-dimensional split-step quantum
walk, we can consider one of the rotation angles to be lin-
early related to the other one (β = s1α + s2). The first
important consequence of such consideration is simula-
tion of boundary states with three different geometries
of Dirac cone, flat bands and Fermi arcs in a single step
(see Fig. 9). The Dirac cones happens if we fix one of
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FIG. 8: Split-step quantum walk (two-dimensional): Energy as a function of rotation angle and momenta for
β = pi/3 with T = 3 (a), T = 6 (b) and T = 8 (c). The simulated topological phenomena for each of these steps has
specific characteristic behavior that differ from other steps. In (d), T = 3 and α = 5pi/3 which result into simulation
of Dirac cone and flat bands gapless energy bands. For (e), we set T = 6 and α = pi/3 which also leads to formation
of Dirac cones and flat bands. But the flat bands in (d) differ from those in (e) due to different conditions on
momenta for having flat bands. In (f) and (g), we consider T = 8 with rotation angles α = 2pi/3 (f) and α = 5pi/12
(f), respectively and observe energy gaps close linearly (Dirac cone) and nonlinearly (Fermi arc). In (h), we observe
topological phases (gaped energy bands) for T = 8, α = pi/5.
the momenta whereas we observe the other two geome-
tries when both of the momenta scan the first Brilloun
zone. The second important consequence of such consid-
eration is observation of another type of cell-like struc-
ture for simulated topological phenomena (see Fig. 9 for
T = 6 and α ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2]). Each cell is characterized
by two flat band boundary states playing the role of the
cell’s walls, two Fermi arc boundary states and one ad-
ditional flat band boundary state located between the
Fermi arc boundary states. It should be noted that the
flat band between the Fermi arcs is different from those
of cell’s wall. Each cell also contains Dirac cones pro-
vided that one of the momenta is fixed and the other one
varies. Therefore, in a single cell, we can simulate bound-
ary states with three different geometries. Finally, using
the dynamicality of the energy bands through tuning step
number, we can determine the number of boundary states
or topological phases, their type and where they should
be. Therefore, we have high level of controllability over
simulation of topological phenomena.
It is worthwhile to mention that the both of protocols
that we used for two-dimensional quantum walk yield
topological phases with Chern number 0. At the bound-
ary states, the Chern number is ill-defined since n(kx, ky)
is ill-defined. At the first step, T = 1, the obtained
Hamiltonian, energy bands and other properties results
into split-step two-dimensional quantum walk with step-
independent coin which was investigated by Kitagawa et
al in Ref. [28]. In order to simulate topological phases
with different Chern numnber, one should employ an-
other type of the protocol for quantum walk which was
introduced by Kitagawa et al in Refs. [27, 28].
VI. SYMMETRIES
In this section, we briefly discuss the symmetries that
different effective Hamiltonian, hence protocols of quan-
tum walk possess. We will confirm that these effective
Hamiltonians have three symmetries of particle-hole, chi-
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FIG. 9: Split-step quantum walk (two-dimensional): Energy as a function of rotation angle and momenta for
β = (α+ pi)/3, T = 6 (a) and T = 8 (b). In (c), we set T = 6 with α = pi/2 while in (d) and (e), we consider T = 8
with α = −pi/4 and α = pi/8, respectively. gapless energy bands are emerged in forms of Dirac cones (provided
ky = −pi) and flat bands (provided kx and ky traverse first Brillioun zone). In (f), by setting T = 8 with α = 5pi/16,
quantum walks simulate Dirac cones and Fermi arcs. Focusing on (a) for α ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2], we notice a cell-like
structure for simulated topological phenomena. The cell could be recognized by two flat bands playing the role of
the cell’s walls, two Fermi arcs and one additional flat bands located between the Fermi arcs. Each cell also contains
Dirac cones if one of the momenta is fixed (ky = −pi) and the other one varies. In (g), n(kx, ky) is plotted for first
Brillouin zone. For gapless energy bands, n(kx, ky) passes origin while for gapped phases, it goes around the origin
and since it can not cover the origin completely, the Chern number is zero.
ral and time-reversal.
The matrix elements of the protocols that we used for
our quantum walks (Eqs. (7), (22), (33) and (46)) are all
real. Therefore, the complex conjugate of these protocols
are equal to them (Û∗ = Û). Based on the relationship
between the protocol of the quantum walk and effective
Hamiltonian (3), we find
Ĥ∗(k) = −Ĥ(k). (52)
This indicates that our effective Hamiltonians (irre-
spective of being simple- or splt-step and being one- or
two-dimensional) possess particle-hole symmetry, since
we can find an antiunitary operator, P̂ ≡ K̂ in which K̂
is the complex conjugation operator satisfying [27, 29, 35]
P̂Ĥ(k)P̂−1 = −Ĥ(k). (53)
The effective Hamiltonians that we simulated by dif-
ferent protocols of the quantum walk have time-reversal
symmetry as well. The existence of this symmetry
could be confirmed through two methods. First of all,
we showed the obtained energies for different effective
Hamiltonians (Eqs. (12), (28), (38) and (48)) have a
property in which E(k) = E(−k). This is one of the
requirements for the presence of time-reversal symmetry
[27]. In addition, we confirmed that the protocols of the
one-dimensional quantum walks have chiral symmetry.
It is straightforward to prove the presence of such sym-
metry for two-dimensional cases as well. The presence of
particle-hole and chiral symmetries guarantees that there
is an antiunitary operator, T̂ , which satisfies [27]
T̂ Ĥ(k)T̂ −1 = Ĥ(k), (54)
where T̂ ≡ Γ̂P̂.
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FIG. 10: Split-step quantum walk (two-dimensional): Probability density distributions for three steps of T = 12 (a),
T = 36 (b) and T = 60 (c) with β = (α+ pi)/3 and initial state of |φ〉int = |0, 0〉P ⊗ |0〉. Upper row has α = 0 for (a),
(b) and (c). In lower row, we have α = pi/8, α = pi/16 and α = pi/20 for (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The upper
row presents linearly closing energy bands, while in the lower row, energy gaps are closed nonlinearly. Evidently, the
probability density at |0, 0〉P or its immediate neighbors are large and non-zero for the gapless energy bands.
The presence of these symmetries in these forms in-
dicate that one-dimensional quantum walk with proto-
cols (7) and (22) can simulate all type of the topologi-
cal phases presented in BDI family of topological phases.
For two-dimensional case, the simulable phases are triv-
ial ones with Chern number 0. This is due to symmetries
present in system.
Finally, it is worthwhile to take a look at the chiral
symmetry operator of one-dimensional split-step quan-
tum walk (31) at different types of boundary (or edge)
states when β = (α+pi)/3. In case of Dirac cone bound-
ary (or edge) states, fr the rotation angles where en-
ergy bands close their gap, the chiral symmetry oper-
ator reduces to Γ̂ = (−1)T/2σx. As for the flat band
boundary (or edge) states, we obtain the chiral symme-
try as Γ̂ = −σz. Additionally, if the boundary (or edge)
states are Fermi arcs, the chiral symmetry operator yield
Γ̂ = 1√
2
[(−1)T/2σx − σz]. We observe that for each type
of boundary (or edge) states, we have specific character-
istics that enable us to distinguish them from one another
and put each boundary (or edge) state in its proper cat-
egory.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we used the step-dependent coin in the
protocols of the one- and two-dimensional quantum walk
to simulate topological phases, boundary and edge states.
We considered two types of protocol for the quantum
walks known as simple-step and split-step protocols.
The one-dimensional quantum walks with simple-step
protocol simulated only boundary states with Dirac cone
geometry and two non-trivial topological phases. The
step-dependent coin provided the number of steps as a
dynamical factor which changes the properties of the sim-
ulated topological phases (Hamiltonian, energy and etc.).
In fact, by tuning the number of steps, we can engineer
the type of topological phases, the size of each topological
phase and the place of boundary states, hence phase tran-
sitions. Therefore, with simple-step quantum walk, we
have highly controllable simulation of non-trivial topo-
logical phases and boundary states with Dirac cone ge-
ometry.
The modification of the simple-step protocol to split-
step one significantly enriched the capability of the quan-
tum walk to simulate topological phases, boundary and
edge states. First of all, the one-dimensional quantum
walk with split-step protocol simulated all types of the
boundary and edge states including Dirac cone, Fermi arc
and flat bands. In addition, we showed that this quan-
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tum walk also simulates all types of topological phases.
Therefore, the quantum walk with split-step protocol and
step-dependent coin can simulate all types of BDI family
of the topological phases, boundary and edge states (and
corresponding topological phase transitions).
In generalization to two-dimensional quantum walk
with simple-step protocol, we simulated two types of
boundary state at each step: Dirac cones if we fix one
of the momenta and let the other one varies through the
first Brillioun zone, and momenta-dependent flat bands
boundary states if both of the momenta traverse the first
Brillioun zone. In contrast, we showed that if simple-
step protocol is modified to split-step in two-dimensional
quantum walk, we can simulate all three types of Dirac
cone, flat bands and Fermi arc boundary states.
Finally, we showed that the rotation angles of coin
operators and number of steps are controlling factors.
They can be used to enforce simulation of only one (two)
type(s) of the boundary state at each step or all three
types of the boundary states together at specific steps.
Moreover, we were able to simulate exotic cell-like struc-
tures for the topological phases and boundary states.
Each cell contained all types of boundary states (and
corresponding topological phase transitions). The dy-
namicality introduce by step-dependent coins enabled us
to the determine the place of boundary states or topolog-
ical phases, their types and their numbers. This provides
us with highly controllable simulation of topological phe-
nomena and allows one to achieve the universal simulator
of topological phases and boundary states with quantum
walk.
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